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one insight. 
one idea. 

 
that solved problems. 

 
that exploded sales. 

 
that opened a new  

positive space in society. 
 

that created enduring, 
global meaning 

and social/cultural 
enthusiasm.



though we are not free  
to publicize the details  

of most of our client work, 
the following pages 

will demonstrate the core essence 
of our experience and value. 

 
simple, deep questions  

and human insights powered by  
world-changing ideas. 



20
21 take the essence  

of the innovation. 
simplify it. 
popularize it. 
turn it on its head.

power potentialsscience, technology  
and energy is normally dry, 
complicated and  
boring stuff.
say something probably no one has ever said.



the shame of hiring  
a diet/fitness trainer 
should not be met 
with suffering and 
more shame.

living lean w/ sheenawhy do all diet and fitness  
trainers have to show  
themselves at a weight  
machine holding a smoothie?

20
21 those images don’t stop people from scrolling anyway.



the world believes  
in almost nothing  
anymore.  
afer all, you can  
“photoshop”   
anything. 
 
well, almost anything.

NACa lack of belief in truth itself 
should be enough to concern 
us all.

20
20 coming sooner or later. hopefully sooner.



we married visual 
luxury with a fierce 
mama bear voice to 
speak to clients 
who know the  
horror stories.

Sabrina Robb 
Partners

all realtor ads show proud 
realtors with their hands on 
their hips in front of a “sold” 
sign.

20
20 not a good way to stand out.



a free safe ride app,  
instant distress  
feature and a trusted 
friends and family  
network controlled 
100% by each woman 
and shared with local 
and national law  
enforcement with all  
reports stored on 
blockchain.

zan (afghanistan)can technology provide a new 
level of safety security and 
empowerment for vulnerable 
women?

20
19 how about woman owned, operated and serving?



beer is social  
currency. 
 
budweiser is a  
grandfather brand 
with wisdom and  
perspective. 
 
that’s cashable  
authority. 

ab-inbev 

Talk it out over a beer.

can budweiser be a  
world-leading, relevant,  
attractive beer again?  
or more than ever?

20
20 a real leader can shatter walls and barriers



what if the whole 
world could meet 
every person that 
touched their iphone 
before they did? 
 
on their iphone?

apple 
20

14
how and where  
do you innovate  
when all smartphones  
are so much the same now?
people love looking behind the curtain



we wrote a book.

audi usa it’s october 2016. 
what does power, politics,  
germanness and technology 
mean to the usa? and to audi?

20
16 2016 as an election 

year is ripe for  
national  
(and automotive) 
identity issues. 



friendly locals  
adopt you while 
you’re there. 
and bring you into 
their daily lives.

city of aspen 
isn’t aspen a super-rich 
snobby place?  
how can a regular tourist  
feel like an aspen local? 

20
11 tourists who seek adventure  

tire of sanitized resort activities



yes. 
yes. 
and yes. 
 
presented in  
six stages  
on organic  
cotton paper. 

levis 
if levis made jeans from  
organic cotton, would it 
mean anything? would it 
be profitable, successful?

20
06 eco shoppers want deep integrity, goodness  

and the whole story about their purchases



put manchester 
united and  
the united states  
in a blender.

manchester united 
how can we increase  
supporter membership  
in the usa?

20
11 american fans of english footy are always on the defensive  

here in the usa, so they are highly tribal and loyal.



how funny  
would it be  
if robots  
ruled the world? 
 
01110110 01100101 
01110010 01111001 

mercedes benz 

autonomous driving cars. 
everybody’s doing them. 
how can daimler ag  
differentiate?

20
16 a robot world is coming but who is willing to  

discuss the potential downside?



coin a new name. 
start a provocative  
social movement. 
 
and stop thinking  
in silos.

microsoft

diversity. inclusion.  
tech employees  
with disabilities. 
can we make a difference? 

20
16 tech employees on the broad disability spectrum are  

sick of being siloed and sentimentalized.



The Five Central Pillars 
of a Peace Plan

1. Surprising Education 
2. Interactive Communication Tactics
3. Multi-point, Tangible, Relevant Actions
4. Increased Safety and Security
5. Support Basic Life Needs

I. Current Issues/Status

then let’s reach,  
teach, listen, heal  
and partner with  
the afghani people.

nato/us state  
department/ 
united nations

everything’s terrible  
in afghanistan.

20
10 the “doormat of asia” needs a break.



well, exactly how  
different can we be?  
 
and still sell a few 
thousand tons  
of cars?

nissan
so. the auto dealer model  
is changing – by customers 
and by technology.  
any good ideas?

20
13 auto salespeople are now order takers, service managers are 

now salespeople. let’s roll with the changes....



puma
ultimate frisbee is growing. 
how can puma get in the 
game? and should puma get  
in the game?

20
06 own and honor the 

roots but add  
a modern business 
disruption.

so how would an ultimate player run a brand for  
ultimate players?



let’s take on the  
resistance 
with calm confidence 
and humor.

smartcarwhat will america think 
about the first european 
smartcars?

20
06 small can’t win at being big. 

but small and smart can win at being irresistible.



what if we  
criticized drivers?

volvovolvos are black and safe. 
everybody knows that. 

20
01 all  car companies talk about their cars being safe. 

nobody talks about their drivers.



two social movements  
to destroy what was 
and what is – 
and point to what 
should be.

together we are 
we are the mirror

diversity? inclusion? 
sluggish corporate progress? 

20
16 ask a grade school kid about diversity and inclusion  

and they just shrug their shoulders and say  
“what’s the big deal?” 



a ten-minute first meeting. 
 

answer two questions  
and we see through your business  

in a few seconds. 
 

in a few minutes, a world-changing  
single idea is born for you. 

 
then we slow down  

and craft the hell out of every pixel.
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